Blackpool Tower Circus

1955 International Summer Season Programme

THE WORLD'S GREATEST ONE RING CIRCUS

PRICE 6d.
CIRCUS PARADE

1. COWBOY VOLTIGE
   presented by DOUGLAS KOSSMAYER

2. THE 3 ORFATIS

3. ALCETTY and Partner

4. WENZEL KOSSMAYER presents
   KNEE'S 6 BABY ELEPHANTS with DUMBO
   the only performing African Elephant in any Circus

5. CHARLIE CAIROLI with PAUL

6. ARMAND GUERRE'S
   Musical SEA LIONS

7. TRAMPO-TEMPO

8. WENZEL KOSSMAYER presents
   KNEE'S 12 GARLAND HORSES
   6 PALOMINO PONIES and 6 ARABIAN STALLIONS

INTERVAL —
Selections by the Tower Circus Orchestra
Conductor: ERIK OGDEN
CIRCUS DIRECTED BY K

RULES AND REG.
In accordance with the requirements of the Blackpool Corporation.
(a) The public may leave at the end of the performance by all exits and exits
    and entrances shall at that time be open.
(b) All gang-ways, passages and stairways shall be kept entirely free from
(c) Persons shall not be permitted to stand in or sit in any of the interior
    places at all times for persons to pass easily in or and from
The Management reserves the right to charge, vary, or cancel.